
 

 

The steering power of money (or lack of it)  

 

A small paper about the stranded assets of 12 financial institutions in fossil fuel mining 

underneath The World Heritage Wadden Sea. 

Abstract 

Mining poses a threat to the natural characteristics of The World Heritage Wadden Sea. Since 2009 the Dutch 

government is responsible for the protection this UNESCO site. Four new fossil fuel mines are planned with 

financial support of 12 global financial institutions. None of these financial institutions use their steering power 

of their money for the conservation of this World Heritage Site. They do not consider a divestment from any of 

the four mining companies. National governments are obliged to protect The World Heritage Wadden Sea. 

However, mining underneath this protected The World Heritage Site is still permitted and financially supported 

by the Dutch government. It would be good if global financial giants would show clear support for an 

amendment to the Dutch Mining Legislation to not explore for, or develop, oil and gas resources underneath 

The World Heritage Wadden Sea.  

Harlingen, June 2016 
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“To achieve the climate goals of limiting the world to 1.5 degrees of warming, no more than 2 

degrees as set out in the Paris Climate Agreement of 2015, the vast majority of known fossil fuels will 

have to remain in the ground.   

Given this, there is growing concern from scientists, citizens and indeed investors that the fossil fuel 

companies plan to go ahead and invest billions of dollars in finding and developing even more 

projects that do not make financial or climate sense.  

Projects such as these in The Wadden Sea will simply be unneeded in a 2 degrees scenario and may 

become financially ‘stranded’. Investors seeking a financial return might better look elsewhere, such 

as the growing renewables sector.    

When we look at the Wadden Sea World Heritage Site and the plans by companies and investors to 

explore for fossil fuels in this ecologically important area, it makes you wonder whether financial 

managers, typically given responsibility for prudent decision making and risk control, have properly 

understood the risks to their businesses and reputations.  

As well, of course, as to the planet.” 

Mark Campanale, Founder Carbon Tracker Initiative, London 
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1. Introduction 

“What if we could start investing from scratch?” was a question raised by the Managing Director 

Strategy at PGGM in 2014 a high profile meeting. PGGM is a Dutch financial institution that manages 

pension assets worth approximately €180bn for pension funds such as Pensioen Fonds Zorg en 

Welzijn (PFZW). 18 months after raising the question PFZW had a whole new investment strategy 

outlined and in operation. The new strategy contained beliefs and principles based on the idea that it 

assumes a responsibility for contributing to a sustainable world and that, at the same time, a 

sustainable world is a necessary condition for generating adequate returns over long investment 

horizons. In other words, taking the long view. A sustainable world was no longer considered an 

externality. Moreover, given its size, PFZW was sure it could make a serious impact. This 

phenomenon was known as “the steering power of money.”1 

Mining for fossil fuels in a vulnerable natural World Heritage Site have a ring of times long gone by or 

of places far, far away from Europe’s leading financial centers. However, less than 100 miles from 

Amsterdam’s financial district this is exactly what a Canadian, a Dutch, a French and an 

American/Anglo/Dutch firm want to start doing. Mining for a fossil fuel underneath The World 

Heritage Wadden Sea. For these plans these mining companies benefit from investments by some of 

the world’s largest global financial institutions like Barclays Bank, The Royal bank of Canada and large 

pension funds like Dutch ABP, Delta Lloyd and PFZW.  

We, a small Dutch NGO for the protection of the Wadden Sea (‘Waddenvereniging’) politely informed 

these multibillion financial players about their involvement in threating the natural characteristics of 

a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Simply by sending them a letter by surface mail; old school as it were. 

In that letter we made an appeal to each institution to redirect their investments from mining 

operations underneath a listed World Heritage Site to projects that may benefit a more sustainable 

energy system in the future.  

“Starting from scratch” is not an option for The World Heritage Site Wadden Sea. The landscape is 

out there and needs conservation of the unique natural characteristics for which it deserved its place 

among UNESCO’s World Heritage. Financial institutions like PFZW can use “the steering power of 

money” wisely and can start doing so every day and everywhere. This report provides an overview of 

the responses we received from these 12 financial institutions to our ‘old school’ letters, It also aims 

to present some observations and conclusions about the commitment of these institutions to the 

protection of a UNESCO World Heritage Site. As well as observations and conclusions about their 

attitude towards the prevention of both extra mining operations and extra CO2 emissions.  

  

                                                             
1 https://www.pggm.nl/english/what-we-think/Pages/PFZW-the-Dutch-pensions-giant-reviewing-long-term-
sustainable-investing-on-a-White-sheet-of-Paper.aspx  

https://www.pggm.nl/english/what-we-think/Pages/PFZW-the-Dutch-pensions-giant-reviewing-long-term-sustainable-investing-on-a-White-sheet-of-Paper.aspx
https://www.pggm.nl/english/what-we-think/Pages/PFZW-the-Dutch-pensions-giant-reviewing-long-term-sustainable-investing-on-a-White-sheet-of-Paper.aspx
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2. Introducing The Wadden Sea  

Wadden Sea is a shallow coastal sea in north-west Europe. Because of its unique natural 

characteristics the Dutch and German authorities decided in 2005 to apply for recognition of the 

Wadden Sea as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The World Heritage ‘Wadden Sea’ is a beautiful and 

impressive protected nature reserve. Twice a day the tide returns and exposes the true bottom of 

the sea. Light, clouds and shimmering sea beds offer unique vistas and experiences that truly inspire 

and awe visitors from all around the world. The Wadden Sea is home to animals that live and benefit 

from the shallow waters and exposed muddy sea base. Fish gather at the shallow and warmer waters 

of the Wadden Sea for procreation (the circle of life).  Migratory birds arrive from all over the world 

to feed on abundant and succulent cockles or mussels on their way to breeding grounds. 

In 2009 UNESCO granted the status of a World Heritage to the Dutch and German governments. In 

2014 the Danish part of the Wadden Sea was included. For UNESCO the value of The Wadden Sea is 

beyond question. It describes the Wadden Sea World Heritage as “the largest unbroken system of 

intertidal sand and mud flats in the world. It is a large, temperate, relatively flat coastal wetland 

environment, formed by the intricate interactions between physical and biological factors that have 

given rise to a multitude of transitional habitats with tidal channels, sandy shoals, sea-grass 

meadows, mussel beds, sandbars, mudflats, salt marshes, estuaries, beaches and dunes. The area is 

home to numerous plant and animal species, including marine mammals such as the harbor seal, 

grey seal and harbor porpoise. Wadden Sea is one of the last remaining large-scale, intertidal 

ecosystems where natural processes continue to function largely undisturbed.”2 

Recognition came with the obligation for all three countries to maintain the hydrological and 

ecological processes of the contiguous tidal flat system of the Wadden Sea. As far as UNESCO is 

concerned this is ‘an overarching requirement for the protection and integrity of this property’.3  

3. Mining in the Wadden Sea 

The Wadden Sea was also the setting of several mining projects prior and during its nomination as a 

world heritage. In The Netherlands the authorities permitted in 2006 a large scale mining operation 

underneath the Wadden Sea for the exploration of natural gas found underneath the Wadden Sea.  

Although the platform and installations for this project are strictly speaking outside the boundaries of 

the World Heritage Site, the natural gas extracted is located within and directly underneath what 

came to be The World Heritage Wadden Sea.  

The announcement of this mining operation met with large scale objection by various organizations 

for fear of irreversible damage to the natural characteristics of the Wadden Sea due to subsidence of 

the delicate seabed. In the end this project was permitted by the Dutch authorities. The authorities 

ensured that that the natural characteristics of the Wadden Sea would be protected by a tight mining 

protocol.  This tight mining protocol was to monitor the actual subsidence of the sea bed taking place 

during mining as predicted subsidence. This is crucial as most subsidence in The Netherlands due to 

gas mining comes up completely unexpected and in ways that had not been predicted ten or even 

twenty years earlier at the time permits and licenses had been granted by the authorities. By virtually 

                                                             
2 http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1314  
3 idem 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1314
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installing ‘a hand on the mining pump’ the authorities tried to ensure that mining would be stopped 

or reduced should there be too much actual or predicted subsidence.  

A little over ten years later there is growing evidence that the protection of the unique seabed by this 

mining protocol may very well be an illusion. In those ten years the specific role of fossil fuels such as 

natural gas in rising the global sea level has been incorporated in international treaties such as Paris 

2015 and national policies and legislation. There is wide spread agreement that reduction of fossil 

fuel use may slow the rising sea level. Shallow seas such as the Wadden Sea are extremely vulnerable 

for the effects of a rising sea level. This gives an added sense of urgency to refrain from extracting 

more fossil fuels worldwide and specifically in areas like The Wadden Sea. National banks, 

governments and investment firms indicate that investments in fossil fuel extraction can be 

considered ‘stranded assets’ or comparable to investing in a ‘carbon bubble’. It may result in 

unprecedented losses for companies involved in mining, selling or using fossil fuels.  

In 2015, six years after being listed on the World Heritage List, four new fossil fuel mining projects 

initiatives have come forward. All four have a direct impact on the World Heritage Wadden Sea or on 

protected natural areas on the islands or on the coast surrounding The Wadden Sea. Again, the 

drilling platforms and installations may be located outside the boundaries of the Site, the gas is 

withdrawn from within the boundaries of Heritage Wadden Sea and the expected effects will take 

place both within and outside the boundaries of the World Heritage Site.  

Needless to say all the fossil fuels that will be extracted will be used and directly lead to an increase 

of CO2 levels in the global atmosphere adding to an already rising sea level. All in all mining in such a 

unique natural setting with money that most likely evaporate in a ‘carbon bubble’ does not appear as 

a sound business plan.   

4.  Mining and the nature of The Wadden Sea  

In 2016 the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) launched a report about the state of protection of world 
heritage sites around the globe. Based on its own research WWF could not escape the conclusion 
that mining projects for fossil fuels were a threat to the natural characteristics that defined the 
Wadden Sea as a World Heritage Site.4/5 Recently UNESCO added a serious warning about the effects 
of climate change and a rising sea level on the natural characteristics of The Wadden Sea. Climate 
change, caused by burning fossil fuels, in an ecosystem as complex as the Wadden Sea, may also 
result in a cascade of yet unknown but wide-ranging changes. 6In other words, both mining fossil 
fuels and burning those exact same fossil fuels have a serious impact on this natural World Heritage 
Site.   
Subsidence as well as light earthquakes are well known effects of gas mining in The Netherlands that 

may have significant effects on people, properties and the landscape around a mining site. Gas 

mining under The Wadden Sea also leads to subsidence. This is cause for concern as the seabed is 

exactly what draws all the animals to the Wadden Sea for feeding and recuperation during their 

migration.  

                                                             
4 Protecting People through Nature, WWF report, April 2016, P.61 
5 Source: http://wwf.panda.org/wwf_news/?264950/World-Heritage-supports-millions-but-threatened-
worldwide 
6 UNEP, UNESCO, Union of Concerned Scientists,, World Heritage and Tourism in a Changing Climate, p. 82. 

Source: http://whc.unesco.org/en/activities/883/ 
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5. Mining legislation and financial state support for mining companies in The Netherlands 

Fossil fuels such as coal and natural gas have traditionally been crucial for the supply of energy to 

Dutch industry and Dutch households. The government owned all coal and still owns all natural gas 

within the Dutch national boundaries and within the Dutch sector of the North Sea and Wadden Sea.  

The authorities are not active in exploration and development but leave this to parties in the private 

sector.  

The government does however provide joint investment arrangements as well as tax breaks for 

companies willing to invest in the exploration and development of fossil fuels. The policy to invest in 

every gas- or oil mining project in The Netherlands is an element of the Dutch Mining Act. Every 

commercial mining company can benefit from financial investment on behalf of the Dutch Minister 

of Economic affairs for setting up a specific mining project. In addition part of the costs for setting up 

a mining projects can be used for tax breaks as well. 

Once companies obtain a license to explore a specific ‘site’ the current legislation’s prime objective 

appears to be the protection of the investments made and to ensure that the company will get this 

gas on the market. Through an intricate system of levies, taxes and charges the government ensured 

that benefits from selling gas fell to both the private sector as well as the Dutch treasury. Local 

effects, the safety of people and properties close to mining sites as well as threat to nature and 

environment have long been neglected by companies, authorities and have been absent in the 

national mining legislation.  

This changed dramatically after 2013. 7 The effects of mining could no longer be neglected once the 

Dutch National Safety Commission presented a dramatic report about the complete lack of concern 

for the effects of mining on the safety of people, properties and the (local) natural environment. 8 

The envoy recommended new legislation was needed and the debate about new rules and legislation 

that will deal with safety is now on the political agenda in The Netherlands.  

Various legal initiatives by the Dutch MP’s have tried to incorporate more protection for people, 

property and planet in this new mining legislation. Neither within the existing legislation, nor in the 

new legislative proposal now on the agenda at Parliament is any mention of the specific value of, or 

threats by mining projects to, the natural characteristics of the World Heritage Wadden Sea.  

In other words the Wadden Sea is now considered a world heritage threatened by the effects of 

mining gas. However, legally the door is wide open for mining companies from all over the world; as 

long as their platforms and installations are located just outside the boundaries of The Wadden Sea. 

The effects of mining on people and properties on the islands or in the coastal area are of no 

importance in the current mining legislation. And the effects of mining on the unique natural 

features within World Heritage Wadden Sea are also of no significance under the current Dutch 

mining legislation. The obligation of the Dutch authorities towards UNESCO ‘to maintain the 

                                                             
7 A substantial series of earthquakes happened in the vicinity of the Groningen Gas Field (the largest natural gas 
field in the country). Property was damaged and there was genuine concern for the safety of people living in 
the affected area.   
8 Rapport Raad voor de Veiligheid: http://www.onderzoeksraad.nl/nl/onderzoek/1991/aardbevingsrisico-s-in-
groningen/publicatie/1620/veiligheid-geen-rol-bij-gaswinning-groningen  

http://www.onderzoeksraad.nl/nl/onderzoek/1991/aardbevingsrisico-s-in-groningen/publicatie/1620/veiligheid-geen-rol-bij-gaswinning-groningen
http://www.onderzoeksraad.nl/nl/onderzoek/1991/aardbevingsrisico-s-in-groningen/publicatie/1620/veiligheid-geen-rol-bij-gaswinning-groningen
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hydrological and ecological processes of the contiguous tidal flat system of the Wadden Sea’ is not 

incorporated in the Dutch mining legislation.   

6. Four mining companies and finding their twelve financial partners 

Four companies want to start new mining projects underneath World Heritage Wadden Sea. Their 

intention to do is well known and documented. Tulip Oil is a Netherlands based oil company seeking 

to start a new project on, or close to, the island of Terschelling. Engie is a large French utility 

company seeking to start a new a new project close to the island of Schiermonnikoog. Nederlandse 

Aardolie Maatschappij (NAM) is a Dutch/British/American company seeking to start a new project 

close to the coastal village of Ternaard. Vermillion is a Canadian company seeking to start a new 

project close to the coastal city of Harlingen.  

These four mining companies may not even be this business without the support and investments by 

shareholders or large financial institutions. The degree to which the financial supporters of these 

companies are aware of these activities posing a threat to The World Heritage Wadden Sea was 

unclear. The challenge of The Waddenvereniging was to get the attention of these ‘financial giants’, 

inform them about their role in this particular threat to The World Heritage Wadden Sea and to ask 

them to redirect their investment from ‘threatening mining’ to ‘promising sustainable’.  

This proved to be harder than expected. Finding the investors and/or shareholders in these four 

mining companies was no easy task. Two financial supporters of each specific mining company were 

identified, sometimes in places literally thousands of miles away from The Wadden Sea. Additionally 

a number of large Dutch financial institutions such as pension funds were approached given their 

apparent support to one or more of the mining companies involved. The pension funds approached 

were: the biggest (ABP), the greenest (PFZW) and our staff’s pension fund (Delta Lloyd). One special 

category was identified as well; the Dutch authorities given their crucial role as joint-investors in 

mining projects. 9 Ultimately twelve financial supporters of mining in World Heritage Wadden Sea 

were identified and are listed in figure 1.   

  

                                                             
9 Through a dedicated state agency Energie Beheer Nederland (EBN) the Dutch Minister of Economic Affairs 
sets up joint ventures for every mining project in The Netherlands. 
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New mining 
project 

Company  Financial partner  Location 

Terschelling Noord Tulip Oil B.V Global Natural Resources 
Investments 

London, United Kingdom 

Barclays PLC London, United Kingdom 

Pollendam 
 

Vermillion  

Jarislowsky Fraser Ltd 
 Montréal 

Canada 

Royal Bank of Canada 
 

Canada, Luxemburg 

Schiermonnikoog Engie Various French authorities 
represented by French 
Ambassador in The 
Netherlands  

France, The Hague 

  Sofina Brussels, Belgium 

Ternaard NAM Shell Nederland The Hague, The Netherlands 

  ExxonMobil Benelux Breda, The Netherlands 

General  ABP Pensionfund Heerlen, The Netherlands 

Delta Lloyd Pensionfund Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands 

Pensioen 
Fonds Zorg en 
Welzijn 
(PFZW)  

Pension Fund Zeist, The Netherlands 

EBN State Agency The Hague, The Netherlands 
Figure 1. New mining projects, mining companies and financial partners 

Each investor/supporter received a detailed letter introducing the World Heritage Wadden Sea, the 

worries of inhabitants and conservationists about the effects of mining underneath The Wadden Sea. 
10 In each letter careful mention was made of the effects of fossil fuels on the global climate as well 

as a rising sea level and reference was made to various warnings about investments in a ‘carbon 

bubble’. A number of questions were asked about the involvement of the investor/supporter in one 

of the four new mining projects. Close to a month after sending the letters The Waddenvereniging 

offered a modest on line service to its members and supporters enabling them to individually inform 

each investor about their personal concern of such new mining projects underneath The Wadden 

Sea. 

7. Twelve investors, twelve types of responses 

The response in writing was 50%. Every written reply sent to the small office in Harlingen was a clear 

confirmation that the concerns of this Dutch NGO about this threat to the Wadden Sea had been 

heard and had been taken seriously. The responses may not always have in line with what was hoped 

for.  Yet Shell, Barclays, PFZW, ABP, ExxonMobil and Delta Lloyd at least had the courtesy and 

decency to reply.  

                                                             
10 All letters in Annex I 
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The other six financial institutions never sent a reply or only in one case (Sofina) replied briefly after a 

reminder had been sent by email over two months later. No response was received from the formal 

representative of the French authorities in The Netherlands. No response at all was received from 

two of Canada’s largest financial institutions (Jarislowsky Fraser and the Royal Bank of Canada). A 

mediocre response was received from the Dutch state agency EBN promising a full response in the 

near future. This never reached our office. And no response was ever received from GNRI, the 

London-based investment firm supporting the Terschelling mining project.  

Global Natural Resources Investments/Terschelling mining project by Tulip Oil 

A company in London founded by former Barclays bankers who, by management buyout, took over 

the old natural resources portfolio of Barclays with amongst other the financial backing of Tulip Oil.  

The firm had a low public profile and very limited information on the firm’s website. The total lack of 

response seems to indicate that this company had no interest what so ever in information about the 

effects of fossil fuel extraction on nature or people close to a potential drilling site. It remains a 

complete mystery what role GNRI plays in relation to Tulip Oil. The only valuable information on this 

is a statement by Barclays Bank, the previous owner of this portfolio and initial financial supporter of 

Tulip Oil.  

Barclays PLC/Terschelling mining project by Tulip Oil 

Barclays is one of the largest and probably best known financial institutions in the world (partly 

because of their sponsorship of the English Premier League Football competition). After receiving our 

‘old school’ letter Barclays took the initiative to consult GNRI about the issues raised and surprised us 

with a formal letter informing that Tulip Oil had ceased all activities. This seemed good news at the 

time, especially to the local population. Very interesting was the fact that Barclays replied by stating 

that continuation of the Terschelling project will depend on the new mining legislation. If new 

legislation leaves room for the project it can still go ahead seems to be Barclay’s suggestion.   

Interestingly the bank also stated that “for work to recommence it is essential that there is sufficient 

support amongst the stakeholders”. The reality on the ground is that there is no support at all 

amongst stakeholders for this project to recommence. From the local farmer on the island up to a 

majority in our national Parliament there is no support.  

Somehow Barclays did not want to take a position. The letter sent by the bank’s director of 

Corporate Relations is a bit of a puzzle. It reads as if the current owners of the fund (GNRI) told 

Barclays that Tulip Oil has no intention of re-starting the project at present.  But then Barclays 

indicated the project may still go ahead once there is ‘clarification of the Dutch mining law’. This 

appears to leave the door open for this project to go ahead. Later the bank’ letter indicates that 

there needs to be support of ‘stakeholders’ for this to go ahead. So first a no, then a maybe, then no 

again.  

The information sent by Barclay is a summary of a consultation by Barclay’s with the new owners 

GNRI. And summaries never tell the whole story.  Clearly missing was anything resembling even a 

hint about Barclay’s own commitment or second thoughts about this particular project. When asked 

specifically about Barclay’s position the reply was short and to the point: “the response outlined in 

our letter to you summarises the current position and we have no additional detail to add at this 
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time.” In other words Barclays never took our suggestion to divest from the mining project seriously. 

Hence, Barclays continued to support investments in Tulip Oil’s plans for Terschelling. Even when the 

bank very well knows that there is no support from crucial stakeholders. An aspect strongly 

emphasised by the bank itself.  

Jarislowsky Fraser Ltd/Harlingen mining project by Vermillion 
 
Jarislowsky Fraser Ltd (JF) is one of Canada’s largest investment firms and member of The UN Global 

Compact. 11 However JF failed to even show the basic courtesy to reply to a formal letter or a 

reminder by email. The vision or appreciation of these global goals may be apparent from words on a 

website. When it comes to real issues dealing with real threats to a protected World Heritage Site the 

vision or appreciation of JF remains unknown12.  

It would be wrong to assume that this lack of response indicates a lack of concern. But given the total 

lack of any information all we are left with is the intention of Vermillion (the mining company) to 

start exploring and developing underneath World Heritage Wadden Sea. Most likely with full support 

of one of its biggest shareholder Jarislowsky Fraser Ltd.  

Royal Bank of Canada/Harlingen mining project by Vermillion 

Royal Bank of Canada (RBC) is the largest financial institution in Canada. The bank has its own 

approach to responsible investment. 13 However RBC, like Jarislowsky Fraser, failed to show the basic 

courtesy to reply to a formal letter or a reminder by email by The Waddenvereniging. The bank’s 

approach to responsible investment may be present on its website, but apparently there is no real 

intention to interact with representatives of civil society in one of the bank’s markets. Not even when 

a UNESCO World Heritage Site at stake.  When it comes to responding to real information about a 

Vermillion, company where RBC owns over five million shares,  the vision or appreciation of the bank 

remain completely unknown. 14 

Again, it would be wrong to assume that this lack of response indicates a lack of concern. But given 

the total lack of any information all we are left with is the intention of Vermillion to start exploring 

and developing underneath World Heritage Wadden Sea. Most likely with full support of Canada’s 

largest financial institution.  

French authorities/Schiermonnikoog mining project by Engie 

The French utility company Engie is one of the largest utility companies in the world and was 

formerly best known as Gas de France/Suez. A merger between publicly owned Gaz de France and 

private multinational Suez.  The French government is one of the largest shareholders in Engie 

controlling 33,3% of all shares. The responsibilities of the French government as a shareholder are 

carried out by the French state agency ‘Agence des Paricipations de l’État’. In addition to the French 

                                                             
11 UN Global Compact is described as “a strategic policy initiative for businesses that are committed to aligning 
with ten universally accepted principles for human rights, labor, environment and anti-corruption”. 
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/  
12 The exact number of share may have changed, but this figure refers to February 2016.  
13 http://www.rbcgam.com/corporate-governance-and-responsible-investment/pdf/approach-to-responsible-
investment-july-2015.pdf  
14 The exact number of shares may have changed but this figure refers to February 2016 

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/
http://www.rbcgam.com/corporate-governance-and-responsible-investment/pdf/approach-to-responsible-investment-july-2015.pdf
http://www.rbcgam.com/corporate-governance-and-responsible-investment/pdf/approach-to-responsible-investment-july-2015.pdf
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Government another French public entity (Caisse des Dépôts; responsible for investments in projects 

of national interest) is also a large shareholder. The only feasible way for The Waddenvereniging  to 

inform ‘the French authorities’ about its concerns was to send a letter to the formal representative of 

France in The Netherlands, the French Ambassador.    

However, the Ambassor never answered. It is therefore unclear if the Ambassador passed the 

information on to the relevant French State Agencies of Ministers. In the latter case an interesting 

dynamic may have developed as the French Minister for Environment and Energy, madame Ségolène 

Royal, announced earlier this year that the French government would no longer hand out permits for 

the exploration and development of fossil fuels mines in France. Exactly the same projects Engie aims 

to start in the Netherlands supported by the French authorities as its largest shareholder.  

Unfortunately the ideas or position of the French authorities on fossil fuel mining in World Heritage 

Wadden Sea are still a mystery. Again, it would be wrong to assume that this lack of response 

indicates a lack of concern. But given the absence of any information all we are left with is the 

intention by Engie to start exploring and developing a fossil fuel mine underneath World Heritage 

Wadden Sea. A sign of hope may be that Engie currently promotes its ‘clear energy’ (solar power) in 

The Netherlands. This may feed the idea that Engie might abstain from starting up fossil fuel mining 

at the island of Schiermonnikoog. However, in light of the absence of any formal information this 

hope is of course is unsubstantiated.  

Sofina/Schiermonnikoog mining project by Engie 

The smallest shareholder of Engie is Sofina, an investment firm based in Brussels. Sofina has 

historically been associated with investments on behalf of one family and has a prominent European 

politician on its board.  Sofina favors to be a small, minority shareholder. Sofina did send an answer 

by email.  

In its response Sofina referred to its minority position within Engie as a ‘passive ultra-minority 

shareholder of Engie without any representative nor influence power.’ Despite some sympathy for 

the ‘fight’ Sofina’s General Counsel referred to Engie as the only right place to raise concerns about 

the threats of a mining operation underneath World Heritage Wadden Sea. When asked whom to 

approach at Engie no response was given.  

Maybe the influence of an ‘a passive ultra-minority shareholder’ was overestimated by The 

Waddenvereniging. On the other hand it may be hard to believe that when a shareholder of Engie, 

no matter how big or small, raises its concerns about a particular project this will be totally ignored 

by Engie. In any way, this financial partner did not consider it self to be in a position to pass the 

information on, or raise the issue at the management of Engie. Rather it advised the small Dutch 

NGO to take up this ‘fight’ to refrain from fossil fuel mining close to the island of Schiermonnikoog.  

Shell Netherlands/Ternaard mining project by NAM 

Shell is 50% owner of NAM and at the same time well known for exploring and developing fossil fuel 

mines all over the world. It is the sixth largest oil and gas company in the world. Through NAM Shell 

appears to own, determine or tries to influence nearly all mining, or mining related, activities in The 
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Netherlands both on stage as behind the scenes. 15 Through NAM Shell was also involved in the 

Wadden Sea mining projects of 2006 when the World Heritage Status had not yet been granted by 

UNESCO.  

Interestingly, when it comes to operating in a World Heritage Site Shell appears to be even stricter 

than the Dutch authorities. Shell commits itself to take good care of World Heritage Sites as the 

Dutch/British Company believes that some areas are too sensitive to enter. In light of that belief Shell 

made a formal commitment in 2003 that the company will not explore for, or develop, oil and gas 

resources in natural World Heritage Sites.16  

Interestingly, three Dutch pension funds (ABP, PFZW, Delta Lloyd) all indicated to own shares of 

Shell. As shareholders they must have been informed about that commitment in 2003 and will 

certainly have something to say when Shell appears to operate in World Heritage Wadden Sea in 

clear contradiction to Shell’s own corporate commitments.  

Shell Netherlands sent a clear letter response. It firmly supported the operations and decision by 

NAM and Shell taken in 2006. In addition the letter provided details about the official permission for 

this 2006 project given by the authorities. The letter also elaborated upon the programs used by 

NAM to monitor subsidence underneath the Wadden Sea and its relation to gas extraction and 

resulting damage to the area’s natural characteristics.  

In other words the company appeared to answer questions that had not been asked. It was almost as 

if Shell tried to dodge the question that had been asked about Shell’s involvement as investor in the 

new Ternaard project of NAM. A project that aims to explore and develop gas resources in a UNESCO 

Natural World Heritage Site. A response to these questions had not been received at the time of 

writing this report. 

Public debates about Shell as well as NAM skyrocketed in The Netherlands in May 2016. Not so much 

over their involvement in World Heritage Wadden Sea but more about the interaction by both 

companies with local inhabitants close to mining sites as  well as their interaction Members of 

Parliament and an allegation of secret deals over gas mining with the Dutch authorities.17 

ExxonMobil/Ternaard mining project by NAM 

ExxonMobil owns the other 50% of NAM and is also well known for exploring and developing fossil 

fuel mines all over the world. It is the fifth largest oil and gas company in the word. The combination 

of two large oil and gas companies within NAM may explain why NAM is perceived as a ‘powerhouse’ 

within such a small country like The Netherlands. NAM has probably more access to (financial) 

resources, knowledge and experience than any other mining company operation in The Netherlands. 

It certainly has more access to resources and knowledge than the Dutch Government. Worldwide 

ExxonMobil is larger than Shell. Within NAM the American company is perceived as a ‘silent partner’. 

Public perception appears to be that “Shell rules NAM”, but in in terms of ownership ExxonMobil is 

an equal partner.  

                                                             
15 A small, but meaningful detail in this respect is that all employees of NAM are on the payroll of Shell and the 
annual results of NAM are incorporated in the annual financial reports of Shell. Brandsma et al, De Gaskolonie, 
p.91.  
16 http://www.shell.com/sustainability/environment/biodiversity/environmentally-sensitive-areas.html 
17 Gaskolonie.  
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ExxonMobil sent a short, formal reply to the enquiries about its financial support to gas mining 

underneath The Wadden Sea.  ExxonMobil fully trusts NAM to ‘take account of all interests in its 

operations’ and hence wanted NAM to deal with any further enquiries. In addition ExxonMobil 

assured us that it is ‘well informed about political and social developments’ and acknowledges the 

‘risk of climate change and the importance of reducing CO2 emissions’.18  

One could very well interpret the answers from ExxonMobil as 100% support for new mining projects 

underneath a World Heritage Site. The American giant clearly has the intention to keep mining for 

fossil fuels no matter what enquiries were asked by whoever.  

ABP/ Ternaard mining project as well as undisclosed other mining project.  

ABP is the largest pension fund in The Netherlands and one of the largest pension funds in the world. 

As one of the largest pension funds in the world, its influence is significant. That is also the claim of 

ABP on its public website. ABP intends to use its investment wisely proudly announces that in light of 

this significant influence “we also ensure that our investments contribute to a sustainable world. 

Indeed, just like a pension, we not only think of ourselves, but also of the generations that follow 

us.”19 The significant influence of ABP did not go unnoted by The Waddenvereniging. Hence, a formal 

letter asking ABP about its relations with four mining companies was sent in February. It took nearly 

two months for the world’s largest pension fund to reply, but its reply was thorough and well 

thought through.  

In its reply ABP is clear about the need for due attention for negative aspects on nature or 

environment in relation to developing and exploiting a gas mine; where ever in the world. Should a 

company not pay sufficient attention to the negative consequences of gas mining ABP will ‘search 

the dialogue’.  

In relation to the four new projects for gas mining underneath World Heritage Wadden Sea ABP 

seems to hide itself behind a decision by the Dutch authorities in 2006 to allow gas mining 

underneath the Wadden Sea (see chapter 2 of this report). ABP apparently considers the protocol of 

2006 as sufficient attention for negative aspects on nature or environment. Yet, ABP is open to any 

information that may indicate that mining companies do not take the best possible care of The 

Wadden Sea. Unfortunately the world’s largest pension fund remained unclear about its 

commitment to the protection of UNESCO World Heritage Sites from the impacts of fossil fuel mining 

when it states it ‘[ABP] will not come forward against the mining of fossil gas underneath a World 

Heritage Site such as The Wadden Sea….  ABP will speak up once gas mining has not been done with 

the best possible care to prevent negative consequences for humans and the environment.’ 

The answers from ABP to the questions raised bear a certain resemblance to the approach taken by 

Shell mentioned earlier.  ABP seemed to forget its potential significant influence to withdraw support 

                                                             
18 Ironically in the same week ExxonMobil’s response arrived at Waddenvereniging the Rockefeller family 
(founders of Exxon) announced they withdrew all their investments in fossil fuel companies motivating their 
decisions as follows: “There is no sane rationale for companies to continue to explore for new sources of 
hydrocarbons,” The small Dutch NGO had never ever expected to be the bearer of a similar public position as a 
universally known charity such as The Rockefeller Foundation. Source: 
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/mar/23/rockefeller-fund-divestment-fossil-fuel-companies-
oil-coal-climate-change  
19 https://www.abp.nl/english/about-us.aspx  

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/mar/23/rockefeller-fund-divestment-fossil-fuel-companies-oil-coal-climate-change
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/mar/23/rockefeller-fund-divestment-fossil-fuel-companies-oil-coal-climate-change
https://www.abp.nl/english/about-us.aspx
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for new fossil fuel mining projects. Which was what was asked in the first place. Instead ABP 

explained the way in which the world’s largest pension fund deal with mining project once they have 

started and apparently do not act with greatest attention on nature and the environment.  

As long as the Dutch government continues to permit any fossil fuel mining underneath World 

Heritage Wadden Sea ABP apparently has no intention use its ‘significant influence’ to convince 

mining companies and the Dutch authorities that protection of World Heritage Wadden Sea and a 

different the supply of energy would be in the best interest of the generations that follow us.  All in 

all one would have expected a bit more from a truly global, and influential, pension fund.   

PFZW/Ternaard mining project by NAM and Schiermonnikoog mining project by Engie 

Pensioenfonds Zorg en Welzijn (PFZW) is a large Netherlands’ based pension fund for the health care 

sector. It has a reputation for being ‘green’ and that reputation is upheld by policies of PFZW to 

reduce the fund’s investments in companies with fossil fuel assets by 20% in 2020. 20 And for nine 

consecutive years PFZW was the ‘most sustainable pension fund’ in The Netherlands. 21 

The response received from PFZW seemed to confirm the fund’s reputation as it clearly outlined a 

policy form reducing the CO2 footprint of its portfolio by 50% in 2020. PFZW is shareholder of both 

NAM owners (Shell, ExxonMobil) aiming to start the Ternaard mining project and the French utility 

company Engie aiming to start the Schiermonnikoog mining project. With these three corporations 

PFZW holds regular formal interactions about the 50% reduction target of PFZW. In such consultation 

PFZW questions the extent in which ‘expensive and risky energy projects’ contribute to that goal. In 

case they do not contribute to that goal PFZW, announced in its letter, the fund it would strongly 

advise companies to reconsider these projects.  

This may appear to a bit vague, but it turns out that the concerns about gas mining in World Heritage 

Wadden Sea may very well be convince PFZW to consider these as a such a ‘risky energy project’. 

Projects that could become the subject of such formal consultations between the pension fund and 

companies like ExxonMobil, Shell or Engie. Hopeful as this may seem, in its response PFZW refrained 

from making a clear statement about the desirability of investment for gas mining in a World 

Heritage Site. In other words, there will be talking. But what will come of it.  

PFZW did however, like ABP, open its doors to outside parties with concerns about gas mining 

projects. PFZW invites external parties to provide information to PFZW that lead to projects being 

considered as ‘risky’ as this may then possibly lead to a reconsideration of projects or companies 

within the PFZW portfolio. This means that any information available that gas mining underneath 

World Heritage Wadden Sea is risky will be carefully studied by PFZW in relation to the fund’s own 

targets in 2020. Such information was sent to PFZW as well as ABP in return.  

The most logical and optimistic conclusion would then be that PFZW, based on the information in the 

first formal letter and with additional information  provided subsequently,  would indeed consider 

these projects ‘risky’ and strongly advise Shell, ExxonMobil and Engie to reconsider all gas mining 

                                                             
20 http://nos.nl/artikel/2069609-pensioenfonds-zorg-en-welzijn-vergroent-beleggingen.html  
21 https://www.pfzw.nl/over-ons/over-ons/Paginas/PFZW-voor-9e-jaar-het-meest-duurzame-
pensioenfonds.aspx  

http://nos.nl/artikel/2069609-pensioenfonds-zorg-en-welzijn-vergroent-beleggingen.html
https://www.pfzw.nl/over-ons/over-ons/Paginas/PFZW-voor-9e-jaar-het-meest-duurzame-pensioenfonds.aspx
https://www.pfzw.nl/over-ons/over-ons/Paginas/PFZW-voor-9e-jaar-het-meest-duurzame-pensioenfonds.aspx
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projects  underneath World Heritage Wadden Sea. However, no formal statement by PFZW was 

received that would announce such a next step.  

Delta Lloyd/ Ternaard mining project, Schiermonnikoog mining project, Harlingen mining project 

DeltaLloyd is a Dutch financial service provider and provides, among other things, pensions. Delta 

Lloyd also arranges pensions for employees of The Waddenvereniging.  Its response was quick, clear 

and interesting. Delta Lloyd was the only financial institution carefully laying down the critical role of 

the Dutch government in gas mining. Not only in drawing up legislation, but also as a direct investor 

in every gas mining project in The Netherlands. In response Delta Lloyd indicated it was common 

business practice for a financial service provider to invest in Dutch government bonds.22 

Delta Lloyd informed that it would happily support solutions for the issues raised. As others, Delta 

Lloyd referred to existing legislation that gas mining operations and platforms within the boundaries 

of World Heritage Wadden Sea are not permitted. Delta Lloyd referred to its internal policies on 

nature protection and ‘environment’ as a focal theme. In this light it would happily start discussions 

with Waddenvereniging about ways in which Delta Lloyd could use its influence in the best possible 

way. In addition Delta Lloyd made it clear that companies should prevent negative impacts on 

protected areas and help to protect such areas of which World Heritage Sites are perhaps the best 

known examples.  

All in all Delta Lloyd took the concerns raised seriously, offered help. Delta Lloyd also delicately and 

carefully pointed the attention to the immense financial investments in gas mining by the Dutch 

authorities.  

Energie Beheer Nederland /all four mining projects underneath  

Acting under the political umbrella of the Minister of Economic Affairs EBN invests in all of the four 

new gas mining projects underneath World Heritage Wadden Sea. EBN is actively involved in 

searching, storing and trading both gas and oil and presents itself in annual reports as the partner for 

national and international oil- and gas companies in The Netherlands.  23 The state agency not only 

stimulates activities in the fields on oil and gas production. It also takes an interest between 40% and 

50%. 24 Last but not least EBN aims to secure revenue from oil- and gas development for The 

Netherlands and advises the Minister of Economic Affairs about the [Dutch] ‘mining climate’. 25 In 

fact, EBN also operates in ways that appear to have more in common with a classic fossil fuel mining 

company than a public agency with attention to the greatest public interest.  

Unfortunately the position of EBN on issues raised in relation to gas mining underneath World 

Heritage Wadden Sea remain a mystery. EBN sent nothing more than a short letter promising that a 

‘thorough reaction would be sent in the near future. Such a letter has not arrived yet.  

  

                                                             
22 The Dutch governments’ investments in gas mining take place in the form of Joint Ventures with oil- and gas 
companies and are initiated and maintained by a special state agency ‘Energie Beheer Nederland’.  
23 EBN Jaarverslag 2013, p. 4 
24 Idem 
25 Idem 
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8. Observations  

Mining is often associated with the old Wild West movies. The landscape was empty and the setting 

was often beautiful. Mountains and wide open spaces where cowboys, ranchers and desperados 

tried to stake out their claim and make a buck as quickly as they could. Depending on the director of 

the movie the characters hardly said a word or used words that seemed to belong to the world of 

mining. Some of those phrases can be used to describe the modern day attitude of large financial 

institution with regard to modern mining in an empty and beautiful landscape as well.  

“you have the power, use it” 

No matter how you look at it, financial institutions have power and influence. They themselves call it 

‘the steering power of money’. When asked about ways these institutions use that power of money 

some of them simply did not answer. Perhaps hoping that by ignoring the question the issue will 

simply disappear. This issue will not disappear and those who addressed it head on were often the 

fittest for a new business environment. In that sense the lack of interest shown by Jarislowsky Fraser, 

Royal Bank of Canada, the two public French authorities, the Dutch state agency EBN and Global 

Natural Resources Investments from London could be seen as bad judgement. They all have the 

power but fail to explain how they intend to use it when asked.  Others appear to downplay that 

immense power when asked to step forward. Only in one case ‘the steering power of money’ 

showed real interest in helping out. All in all, the power is certainly there, but it is not used for the 

protection of World Heritage Wadden Sea from mining projects. And it is used far too little to 

facilitate a much needed divestment from fossil fuels.  

“If you talk the talk, you gotta walk the walk” 

Barclays failed to come up with any clear position of its own on how the bank intends to use its 

steering power of money for the protection of a specific UNESCO World Heritage Site or, for that 

matter, the prevention of more CO2 emissions. This appears strange as Barclays is a member of 

UNEP’ s Financial Initiative. This is a UN initiative, like UNESCO, with a crispy motto: “changing 

finance, financing change”. 26 Like Barclays (Terschelling project), RBC (Harlingen project), the French 

Caisse des Depots (Schiermonnikoog project) and Delta Lloyd (more projects) are also member of 

UNP FI.  

When asked to finance change in favor of protecting a recognized World Heritage Site Barclays did 

not use its power of money to change anything. RBC failed to even respond as did Caisse des Depots .  

Only Delta Lloyd appeared to take this motto seriously and showed a glimpse of willingness finance 

change.   

Jarislowsky Fraser is transparent about its membership of UNPRI.  This a Programme for Responsible 

Investment supported by two UN partners (UN Environment Programme Finance Initiative as well as 

UN Global Compact). However, when confronted with real questions about its investments in a real 

UNESCO World Heritage Site in Western Europe JF failed at the most basic level.     

“as long as it’s legal it’s OK” 

                                                             
26 http://www.unepfi.org/about/  

http://www.unepfi.org/about/
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A number of financial institutions conveniently hide behind permits for mining issued by the Dutch 

national government. Shell, ExxonMobil, ABP, Delta Lloyd, Barclays all acknowledged the crucial role 

of the Dutch authorities and the national laws as a parameter for decisions when to stop or when to 

continue investing. In this particular case the law is, and always has been, strongly geared to the 

protection of investments by oil and gas companies.  

In 2016, after the Paris Climate Convention, public interests are no longer similar to the protection of 

investments by oil- and gas companies. NAM, Shell and Exxon appear to still line up their efforts to 

maintain the current legal system even though a special envoy as well as the public and several 

NGO’s appeal to stronger legal protection for people, property and nature under the Dutch Mining 

Bill. The Dutch Mining Bill is under review in Parliament. This may hopefully stimulate financial 

institutions like ABP, PFZW and Delta Lloyd to appeal at the highest levels of government for strict 

mining legislation that is more in line with their long term goals and programs and in line with the 

Dutch obligation of UNESCO to protect The Wadden Sea as a World Heritage.  

The odd thing is that several financial institutions bring up that mining is legal when it is done just 

outside the boundaries of World Heritage Site Wadden Sea. In some cases this is a distance of some 

hundred meters. Which seems absurd knowing that the gas deposit are all within the legal 

boundaries of the Wadden Sea. When a vagabond robbed a bank after digging a hundred meter long 

tunnel no sheriff would think that the bank was not robbed because the tunnel started just outside 

the bank building. However, when it comes to gas mining in World Heritage Wadden Sea a somewhat 

similar interpretation of the law was brought forward in 2016 by some very serious and very 

powerful financial institutions.  

“I won’t give up” 

Shell and ExxonMobil are of course strictly speaking no financial institutions. Their core business is, 

and always has been mining and selling fossil fuels. As shareholders of Dutch NAM they both do have 

the power of money to finance change. However, they use that power to continue mining and selling 

fossil fuels. From the responses received it seems crystal clear that these companies have no 

intention to divest from gas mining underneath World Heritage Wadden Sea.  

“You in trouble? Let me help you” 

Some financial institutions offered a way to further address the issue. They showed an interest and 

may for whatever reason want to reconsider the soundness of their current investments in oil and 

gas companies. Extra information is asked for, a kind word, a signal of support for the ‘fight’. A 

variety of helping hands was given in several responses. ABP, PFZW and Delta Lloyd all wanted extra 

information. So far these funds that guard the incomes for future generations appear to be the most 

helpful so far.  
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9. Conclusions 

The significant role of international financial powerhouses in setting the parameters for gas mining 

underneath World Heritage Wadden Sea is like opening a new frontier. By continuing to invest in 

mining companies these financial powerhouses facilitate new fossil fuel mines in a unique natural 

landscape. Their financial interests and interaction with mining companies like Vermillion, NAM, 

Engie and TulipOil is confirmed by most of the institutions. The support by pension funds and others 

for these projects is hardly known to local communities or local businesses, unknown to Members of 

Parliament and unknown by many NGO’s. Given the power of money of these financial institutions it 

seems only logical to ask their ‘steering power of money’ in support for the protection of World 

Heritage Wadden Sea where the power of the current Dutch government seems to fail.   

The conservation and protection of the UNESCO World Heritage Wadden Sea was mandated as an 

obligation to the national government preferably in co-operation with regional communities and 

businesses. In this case of mining underneath World Heritage Wadden Sea large global financial 

institutions, and two of the world’s largest oil and gas companies, appear to set the parameters for 

conservation and protection of a World Heritage Wadden Sea. The significant role of global 

institutions in conserving and protecting this particular World Heritage Site deserves more attention 

by UNESCO than may have been given during the nomination of The Wadden Sea for the UNESCO 

world heritage list.   

The large global institutions in this case showed no clear interest or willingness to see conservation 

of a World Heritage Site as part of their ‘span of control’. Not only did they not show an interest in 

bringing this forward. They made it, explicitly or implicitly, clear that conservation and protection of 

World Heritage Wadden Sea is the responsibility of the Dutch national government or NGO’s with a 

legitimate concern about the way gas mining takes place underneath the Wadden Sea.  This appears 

to be a way in which these financial institutions downplay their own steering power of money. Just as 

it fails to deliver the promise of UNEP FI’s commitment to ‘finance change by changing finance’.   

The national government of The Netherlands has historically been under pressure to allow gas 

mining operations on shore, off shore and underneath the Wadden Sea. Specifically pressure from 

the two transnational shareholders of NAM or directly from NAM. The government’s response to 

that pressure appears to have been more motivated by revenues from its own mining investments 

through EBN than by its pledge to UNESCO to conserve and protect World Heritage Wadden Sea. 

These decisions are the political responsibility of one and the same Minister of Economic Affairs.  The 

case of mining underneath The Wadden Sea clearly marks the balance of power in The Netherlands 

when nature conservation is at stake. Corrections by power of the people or the steering power of 

finance appear to be necessary to correct that balance of power within this Ministry of Economic 

Affairs.  

In the new Dutch Mining Bill specific reference should be made to prevent any impact from gas 

mining within the World Heritage Wadden Sea. It should not be legally relevant whether a mining 

facility is located within the boundaries or outside the boundaries of the Site. New legislation will 

need to legally prevent all mining underneath the Wadden Sea.  There is a crucial role for Members 

of Parliament in this. Just as there is a crucial role for financial giants such as the Dutch pension funds 

to come out strong in their desire to outlaw any new mining project in this sensible area. 
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Financial institutions nowadays all have policies for CO2 reduction or monitoring carbon footprints of 

existing portfolios. There is a lack of proper policies on preventing CO2 emissions in the first place. 

Decisions on investment in mining companies appear to still be made in terms of financial gains. 

These are rapidly decreasing as 80% of all fossil fuel assets need to stay under ground. Fossil fuels are 

‘stranded assets’. When asked about this specific case to refrain from investing in new mining fossil 

fuels this need to reduce CO2 emissions does not seem to play a role in the decisions made by 

financial institutions. Not even when the case is crystal clear; no gas mining underneath World 

Heritage Wadden Sea keeps fossil fuels under ground, prevents future CO2 emissions and helps 

conservation of a UNESCO World Heritage Site.  
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